W.B. Yeats And George Yeats: The Letters
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Yeats turned into the greatest Irish Poet of the Twentieth Century. He spent some of his early life in London. That’s where he wrote The Lake Isle of Innisfree at the age of 25. The Isle was a place he daydreamed about. Introduction Yeats and Eliot had great influence upon modern English literature. Their principles and wiring practice. Documents. Enter: Yeats. W.B. Yeats and George Yeats: the letters. Documents. WB Yeats was a famous Irish Poet. He was born on 13 June 1865. He died on 28 January 1939. William Butler Yeats was born in Sandymount Co.Dublin Ireland. He. Documents. William Butler Yeats Modernism. W.B. Yeats â€“ Early life Born in Dublin, Ireland, 1865, The son of a well-known Irish painter, John Butler Yeats. Spent his. Documents. Her biography of George Yeats, Becoming George: The Life of Mrs. W.B. Yeats, published in 2002, is uncommonly readable, marked by an acuity of emotional and literary insight lacking in the otherwise distinguished standard biography of Yeats himself (by the historian Roy Foster). Yet the letters nonetheless embody something that no biographical narrative can convey: tone. Quoted outside the context of the ongoing correspondence, George’s remark about the oil lamp (â€œyou could surely not have imagined that it demanded Sanctuary oilâ€) sounds exasperated, which it is, but the remark is also clever, bemused, loving, generous, meant to entertain part of an intricately textured exchange between two people who know each other as well or better than they know.